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Luggage Superstore announces the Samsonite Wander 3 in the casual
collection

Luggage Superstore has this range that comes in contemporary backpacks, messengers bags,
shoulder bags, duffles and wheeled duffles all on the online store;
www.luggagesuperstore.co.uk

Kent (PRWEB UK) 28 December 2012 -- The Wander 3 bags by Samsonite are manufactured using ripstop
fabric that is resistant to tears and pulls and the colours and the design fall in line with what the modern casual
user would like using. The bags are designed with contoured straps to bring comfort and ease to carrying on any
journey; this is appreciated on especially on longer journeys.

The convenience and ease of using backpacks is such a popular choice and these come with essential pockets
equipped with laptop protection and pockets for other electronic portable devices but the choice to have the
backpacks on wheels is available too. The Lima and Capetown duffles come in two sizes and offer a larger
capacity bag for longer journeys and smaller ones for shorter journeys.
Samsonite always includes the little necessities that make their bags appreciated by customers. Simple things
like the extra padding for comfort and the mesh padding that keeps the back cool by allowing air to circulate
while the bag is being worn.

"Having a Samsonite bag always means that you are a proud owner of a bag with quality and a design that
matches that standard."

Luggage Superstore’sestablished site is in West Kingsdown, Kent. Their aim is providing competitive prices of
the highest quality luggage and top calibre Customer Service for online luggage shopping.

Trina Chee-a-kwai
Luggage Superstore
01474854666
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Contact Information
Trina Chee-a-kwai
Luggage Superstore
http://www.luggagesuperstore.co.uk
01474854666

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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